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THROUGH CLOUD AND STORM TO LEIPZIG

Lancaster crews last night had to fly through some of the worst weather they have

encountered for a 'long time, .The main target, Leipzig, the fifth largest city in

Germany and oho of the centres of the aircraft industry, is nearly 600 miles from England*
and the weather began to close in as soon as the bombers reached the enemy coast. The

scattered cloud grew thicker and thicker and in some places reached a'height of some

•five miles.

Every now - and then the crews ran into violent electrical storms. "Big blue iflanes

were darting round our gun barbels"
, said Sgt, H. Morrison, whe cones from Denny,

Stirlingshire- - a flight engineer who was on his 25th operational flight-"and the nose of

our Lancaster was covered in snow which forced itself inside the front turret. At on@

point the front of the Lancaster was lighted up,* and there was a bright glow, round cur

propellers and front windows,"

another Pilot.- Sgt, W.H.. Wyates, cf Accrington, Lancashire, described how they ran

into c. violent storm when they had flown about a hundred miles on their way to the target.
"The sly seemed to -open," he said, "and hail cane pouring down on us, Lightning seemed
to hit us and-go straight through the fuselage. Everyone and for what seemed

an age none, of us could sec a thing. We had to come down tc a thousand feet,before we

got out of the stem,"

The weather appears to have upset the German defences to a large extent.

Searchlights were blocked by ‘the clouds, which at tines were so thick that the beams

could not oven light them up from below, Fighters were up and some of them dropped
flares along the route. These glowed feebly in the clouds, and in such conditions, it

wr s very difficult, for the fighters to' find, our bombers* ALthiugh some were attacked,
most of them got through without seeing an enemy aircraft. The fighters, .too, have a

wide front to defend. Berlin - bombed* by mosquitos -or half a dozen towns on or near

the route might have been the target fir the night. Partly because of the weather and

partly perhaps because the Germans were in doubt until the last moment where the attack

•as going to fall, there were few fighters .over- Leipzig- itself.

. . V

"The Germans had to rely- on their ground.guns last .night," said flight Sgt,
Newcomb, a bomb-aimer who was formerly a fame.r and comes from Olnue, near

Valpariaso, Chile. "They had quite a lot of searchlightq .round the target, but the

bean often could not get through the cloud. The defences did not worry us much,. On

the last lap we had to fly through a terrific' stem, - Blue electric sparks were flyhig

off the nose end guns, and there were sparks even inside the cockpit. Then it died

down as we reached the target. Me found a gap in the clouds, dropped our bombs, and

turned fur home."
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o'ne of the crews attacked last night by enemy fighters belonged
to the Thundcrbird squadron of ’'the R.C.A.F. Group 'of Bomber Command.

They had to fight off seven separate attacks - four by 116,109 s on the

way, two by Ju,BBs over the target, and the seventh on the journey home.
The mid-upper-gunner was injured, but recovered later to assist in

bringing the damaged Lancaster safely back to England* The bomb relc-asq
gear was hit, and the bombs had to be dropped by hand. The pilot of

the aircraft was Flight Sgt. F,J.Stuart of Newcastle.

Another Lancaster had four combats, three of them within

17 minutes. The first fighter to attack wr as a Me,109, but after the
bomber’s niid-upper-gunner Sgt, P.F.Skebor Wilno of Ontario, hail fired

a long burst, it broke away, and the Lancaster’s crc*w did not sec it

again. Shortly aftcrwrrds a Me,110 was seen when it was 400 yards away.
The 'Lancaster’s rear-gunner - Sgt, R.E.watson, of Caterham, Surrey -

opened fire and the Messerschmitt suddenly burst into flames. Four

members of the bomber’s crew'watched it as it fell, -blazing until it
crashed. The third fighter was a Ju.88, and both the roar and mid-upper
gunners fired as it attacked. The fighter still came on,-and as it

flashed over the top of the Lancaster the mid-upper-gunner saw flames

belching from its Starboard engine. The fighter"disappeared into cloud

and was not seen again* Two hours passed and then another Ju.88 attacked*

The mid-upper-gunner fired, end the fighter fired back, shattering the

pilot’s window. The Lancaster pilot -.Sgt, J.D.Aspden, of Bury,
Lancashire - turned into cloud and shook the fighter off.

Leipzig, a city of over 700,000 inhabitants, has more than

20 firms making aircraft' components. The Nazis have greatly developed the

aircraft industry there in recent years, and since the mar, the large
building there the Leipzig worlds Fair used to be held, have been

converted into workshops for the repair of Junkers aero engines. The

city is also a very important railway centre, and is now one of the largest
junctions on the supply route to the dfstem front. Apart from 'the Central

Railway Station, which is’the largest in Furope, there are three

important marshalling yards, each capable of handling some thousands of

wagons every 24 hears.
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